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IMPACTO® SOFT MALLETS

#300-00
Head is 2.5”w x 2.3”d x 4”w, 
plastic ergonomic handle 

11.5” long, durometer 
67-73 Shore 00

 › Soft head made of 100% Visco-Elastic Polymer

 › Minimizes marring, scratching and denting delicate surfaces

 › Its perfect memory ensures a return to original shape even 
after repeated compressions

 › Absorbs and dissipates hand jarring and harmful impact

 › Ideal for engineering design applications requiring shock 
absorption, vibration isolation and acoustical damping

 › Used in assembly, automotive, furniture, repair and metal 
facilities

 › Can be used on all types of surfaces including hard and soft 
metals, glass or wood or any surfaces requiring a dead blow 
hammer or rubber mallet

 › Durometer: 67 – 73 Shore 00 

#306-00
Head 2.75”w x 1.75”h, 

plastic ergonomic handle 
11.5” long, durometer 

67-73 Shore 00

#305-00
Head 2.75”w x 1.75”h, 
wood straight handle 

9” long, durometer 
67-73 Shore 00

#ERSM
Blue Sorbothane® VEP Head 
2.5”w x 2.3”d x 4”h, straight 

wooden handle 10.2” long, 12 
oz weight 70±5 Shore 00

Visco-elastic polymer VEP is custom molded and specified by engineers worldwide for its superior damping and isolation properties and scientifically 
proven to be the finest cushioning material available. In many applications and laboratory tests Sorbothane has achieved shock absorption levels of up 
to 94.7%. Unprecedented absorption levels are possible because VEP maintains stability and damping over a broad temperature range, enabling it to 
isolate damaging vibrations and impact shock in varied conditions. Its near faultless memory ensures a return to original shape, even after repeated 
compressions, making VEP ideal for a variety of engineering design applications requiring shock absorption, vibration isolation and acoustical damping.


